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ABSTRACT

There are two types of emerged relief on the Earth: high elevation areas (mountain belts and rift shoulders) in active tectonic settings and low elevation domains (anorogenic plateaus and plains) characteristic of the interior of the continents i.e. 70 % of the Earth emerged relief. Both plateaus and plains are characterized by large erosional surfaces, called planation surfaces that display undulations with middle (several tens of kilometres) to very long (several thousands of kilometres) wavelengths, i.e. characteristic of lithospheric and mantle deformations respectively.

Our objective is here (1) to present a new method of characterization of the very long and long wavelength deformations using planation surfaces with an application to
Central Africa and (2) to reconstruct the growth of the very long wavelength relief since 40 Ma, as a record of past mantle dynamics below Central Africa.

(i) The African relief results from two major types of planation surfaces, etchplains (weathering surfaces by laterites) and pediplains/pediments. These planation surfaces are stepped along plateaus with different elevations. This stepping of landforms records a local base level fall due to a local tectonic uplift.

(ii) Central Africa is an extensive etchplain-type weathering surface – called the African Surface - from the uppermost Cretaceous (70 Ma) to the Middle Eocene (45 Ma) with a paroxysm around the Early Eocene Climatic Optimum. Restoration of this surface in Central Africa suggests very low-elevation planation surfaces adjusted to the Atlantic Ocean and Indian Ocean with a divide located around the present-day eastern branch of the East African Rift.

(iii) The present-day topography of Central Africa is younger than 40-30 Ma and records very long wavelength deformations (1000-2000 km) with (1) the growth of the Cameroon Dome and East African Dome since 34 Ma, (2) the Angola Mountains since 15-12 Ma increasing up to Pleistocene times and (3) the uplift of the low-elevation (300 m) Congo Basin since 10-3 Ma. Some long wavelength deformations (several 100 km) also occurred with (1) the low-elevation Central African Rise since 34 Ma and (2) the Atlantic Bulge since 20-16 Ma. These very long wavelength deformations record mantle dynamics, with a sharp increase of mantle upwelling around 34 Ma and an increase of the wavelength of the deformation and then of mantle convection around 10-3 Ma.
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The emerged relief of the Earth is composed of three main types of forms, besides large volcanoes: (1) mountain belts and associated orogenic plateaus, (2) rift shoulders and (3) anorogenic plateaus and plains. These latter types, plateaus and plains, are the specific landforms for most of the interior of the continents (Africa, Australia, eastern parts of both South and North America, Eurasia north of the Alpine mountain belts, southern and central India). They represent approximately 70% of the emerged relief on the Earth. Both plateaus and plains are characterized by large subplanar surfaces. For plains, these surfaces can be depositional (subsiding domain), by-passing (no subsidence, no uplift) or erosional (uplift). For plateaus, they are mostly erosional.

These erosional surfaces are called planation surfaces (Migon, 2004a) or palaeosurfaces (Widdowson, 1997). They correspond (Brown, 1968; Migon, 2004b) to nearly flat erosional surfaces, truncating a heterogeneous mosaic of hard rocks, with no or little discontinuous (several metres thick) sedimentary cover. Hard rocks can be basement rocks (metamorphic and plutonic rocks), volcanic rocks as well as lithified sedimentary rocks of recent (with respect to the age of the surface) interior basins or margins. These surfaces can be subtabular or slightly inclined (reaching several degrees locally), displaying undulations with middle (several tens of kilometres) to very long (several thousands of kilometres) wavelengths. Their surface area ranges from several km² to $10^5$ km². The underlying hard rocks can be fresh or weathered. There are at least six types of planation surfaces (Migon, 2004a): peneplains (fluvial erosion by slope downwearing, Davis, 1899 and Migon, 2004b and Ebert, 2009 for discussions), pediplains and pediments (backwearing of escarpments, King, 1953 and Dohrenwendt and Parsons, 2009 for a review), etchplains (weathering surfaces, Wayland, 1933; Büdel,
1957; Thomas 1989ab), wave-cut platforms (marine terraces, Ramsay, 1846; Fairbridge, 1952), cryoplanation surfaces (Thorn, 2004) and glacial surfaces.

Planation surfaces were at the root of the original debates in geomorphology (Orme, 2013) as the end-member of the erosion cycle (or geographical cycle) defined by W.M. Davis (1899). Research on these landforms was very active until the 1970s. Unfortunately simplistic assumptions (e.g. King, 1962) regarding their geometry (“all the surfaces are flat”), their dating (“the age of a surface is a function of its elevation”), their elevation at the time of formation (“all the surfaces formed at sea level”) combined with the progress made on understanding lithosphere deformation with the birth of plate tectonics and the evolution of geomorphology toward a more physical science, have resulted in the studies on planation surfaces and the associated low elevation relief being relegated to the background.

Planation surfaces, today preserved as plateaus, are assumed to have resulted from tectonic uplifts (e.g. Lidmar-Bergström et al., 2013; Japsen et al., 2016), for which even the kinematics and causes of these uplifts have been (are) debated (Gilchrist and Summerfield, 1990; Braun et al., 2014; Colli et al., 2014). They are related to subtle low amplitude low inclination tiltings, called epeirogenic movements since Gilbert (1890). At the scale of low-elevation continental interiors, these surfaces record undulations (Lidmar-Bergström, 1996; Peulvast and Sales, 2004; Chardon et al., 2006) with long (several 100 km) to very long (several 1000 km) wavelengths with an amplitude of several tens to several hundreds of kilometres, respectively. These wavelengths correspond to lithospheric deformations via buckling or boudinage (long wavelength – several 100 km, Cloetingh and Burov, 2011; Burov, 2011) or mantle dynamics (very long wavelength – several 1000 km, e.g. Braun, 2010; Burov and Gerya, 2014; Colli et al., 2016). Such very long wavelength deformations have already been characterized at the
scale of a continent, Australia, using the stratigraphic record (e.g. Heine et al., 2010) and were related to dynamic topography effects.

Our first objective is here to show that these planation surfaces are major geomorphological markers of the earth surface deformation in response to lithosphere and/or mantle dynamics according to the wavelength of the deformation (see above). This new method will be applied to the case example of Central Africa. The second objective is to focus on the growth of very long wavelength (several 1000 km) landforms (larges plateaus), record of mantle-induced surface deformation, to reconstruct past mantle dynamic below Central Africa since 40 Ma. This study is based on a review of the different types of planation surfaces encountered in Africa.

The African topography (Fig. 1) has a dual characteristic: (1) it displays a unique bimodal distribution (Harrison et al., 1993) and (2) it shows a specific “basin and swell” pattern (Holmes, 1944) with a wavelength between swells of 1000 to 2000 km. The elevation distribution of Africa has two modes (Fig. 1b): a first one around 300-400 m corresponding to the mean elevation of the Sahara (northern Africa) and the Congo Basin, and a second one around 900-1100 m due to the Southern African (or Kalahari) Plateau, the East African and Ethiopian domes and the Hoggar, Aïr, Tibesti and Darfur highs in the Sahara. The cause of the “basin and swell” pattern in the African topography has been discussed by several authors and related to mantle dynamics (e.g. Burke and Wilson, 1972; McKenzie and Weiss, 1975; England and Houseman, 1984). Burke (Burke, 1996; Burke et al., 2003) claimed that it was an Oligocene topography due to the Ethiopian Plume. These same authors (Burke, 1996; Burke and Gunnell, 2008) emphasized the relationships between mantle deformations, swell formations and a
weathering surface called the African Surface. The analysis of this surface is the main goal of our study, which focuses on Central Africa.


There are two main types of planation surfaces in Africa: etchplains and pediplains/pediments.

1.1. Etchplains (Fig. 2)

**Characteristics.** Etchplains are weathering surfaces due to the growth of lateritic profiles requiring hot and very humid conditions in a tropical climatic setting (Wayland, 1933; Büdel, 1982; Thomas, 1994). There are two types of these etchplains (Fig. 2), mantled and stripped (Migon, 2004c).

**Mantled etchplains** preserve a complete lateritic profile, with duricrusts on top and saprolites underneath (kaolinites and insoluble elements such as quartz, Tardy, 1997) with a thickness up to 100 m to the weathering front (also called etch-surface). The duricrust can be made up of iron (iron duricrusts) or bauxites. In plan view (Fig. 2a), mantled etchplains display a characteristic pattern of low duricrust hummocks (around one kilometre wide with an amplitude of 10-20 m), called Bowal (plural Bowé, de Chetelat, 1938; Buckle, 1978 – a vernacular word from NW Africa borrowed by the soil geologists). **Stripped etchplains** are mantled etchplains that are eroded by alluvial processes. The erosion of the weathering profile (Migon, 2004c) can be partial (some of the saprolite remains) - defining a partly stripped etchplain - or mostly full (complete removal of the laterite) up to the weathering front. Due to the irregular geometry of the
weathering front of the laterites, the stripping of the saprolite leaves a residual relief corresponding to the areas with thin weathering profiles (Fig. 2b). They are called inselbergs (or tors and bonhardts according to their either small or large size – e.g. Ollier, 1960; Twidale and Bourne, 1978).

In Africa, these surfaces are mainly preserved on the top of high plateaus (mantled etchplains) or as inselberg fields. In these two cases (Mabbutt, 1966; Twidale and Bourne, 2013a), they are remnants of larger etchplains, today dissected by younger landforms (pediplains/pediments and/or incised valleys). They can also shape lower elevation planation surfaces, and even some plains.

They are widespread in Africa, from Morocco in northern Africa (inselbergs fields in the eastern Anti-Atlas, Riser, 1975) to South Africa (laterites on the top of the Southern African Plateau - Maud, 1965 - or close to sea level in the Western Cape Province – Marker et al., 2002). Today, they extend far beyond the tropical belt, in semi-arid to arid domains (e.g. Hoggar in the Sahara – Bordet, 1951 - or southward of the Namib Desert in the Sperrgebiet area of Namibia – Pickford, 2015). The best examples of preserved etchplains are in Guinea (Guinea Rise) and southern Mali (Mandingues Plateau - Chardon et al., 2006). They are also major features of the relief in Cameroon, Central African Republic, the northern Congo Basin and Uganda.

**Discussion.** The mode of formation of these surfaces is still poorly understood and debated (Bremer, 1993; Thomas, 1994, Migon, 2004c). Many studies have been performed on the vertical growth of lateritic profiles (see Tardy, 1997). Few studies (e.g. Strudley, 2006) have tried to couple erosion weathering processes with the geomorphology and base level fluctuations in order to understand their lateral evolution (Braun et al., 2016).
Most of these African etchplains, even those that were shaped some tens of millions years ago (Beauvais et al., 2008), are still active with rates that are lower than at their period of formation. Cosmogenic studies in Cameroon (Braucher et al., 2000) indicate a vertical rate of erosion of 2 m/Ma for mantled etchplains under the present-day hot very humid conditions. For stripped etchplains and under arid to semi-arid conditions, the present-day erosion rate of the inselbergs is between 1 and 2 m/Ma (cosmogenic isotopes on the inselbergs of Namibia, Matmon et al., 2013).

1.2. Pediments/Pedi Plains: the pediment system concept (Fig. 3)

Characteristics. Pediments are nearly flat erosional surfaces, which are bounded upslope by scarps connecting with upstanding landforms (Tator, 1952, 1953; Whitaker, 1979; White, 2004; Dohrenwendt and Parsons, 2009). The size of this landform is highly variable (Fig. 3a); the flat erosional surface can extend from 1-10 km (called pediments) up to hundreds of kilometres long (called pediplains).

The nearly flat surfaces (Fig. 3) have a rectilinear to slightly concave profile with slope angles for the African examples varying from 1° (1.75% - small pediments) to up to 10°-30° (large pediplains). This surface is free of sediments, except for discontinuous thin layers (approximately several metres thick) of alluvial or aeolian deposits. The underlying hard rocks can be fresh or weathered. In latter case, this may be a stripped lateritic weathering profile (with remnants of kaolinitized rocks in the saprolite, e.g. a stripped etchplain) or more or less rocks covered by an iron duricrust coating alluvial deposits.

The upstream scarps (Fig. 3) have a mean steepness varying from 1° to 30°, sometimes ending upslope with a subvertical cliff. In some cases, the transition with the upstanding
landform may be more progressive, with a pediment merging to the above landform. In 3D view, scarps can be continuous smooth slopes or incised by valleys. In this case, the rivers incising the valleys have adjusted to the flat surface of the pediments which constitutes a local base level for these rivers.

In plan view (Fig. 3b) and with respect to the regional slope, the geometry of the pediment may be (1) bounded by a nearly straight to slightly sinuous escarpment at a right angle from the slope with no or few upslope incised valleys, (2) bounded by a highly dissected scarp with numerous upscarp long (several tens of kilometres to 100 km) incised rivers or (3) organized into large flat valleys (width: 50-200 km, length: 100-500km) elongated in the slope, called pedivalleys.

We defined (Guillocheau et al., 2015) the concept of a pediment system (Fig. 3c) which summarizes the relationships between pediplains, pediments and incised valleys. A downslope pediplain passes upstream to pediments displaying more or less pronounced re-entrants in the upslope landform (up to pedivalleys) and then upscarp to incised valleys. Some remnants of the upstanding landforms are preserved as inselbergs in the pediments or pediplain. The pediplain is the local base level of both the pediments and incised valleys.

**Discussion.** Two modes of pediment formation (see White, 2004 and Dohrenwendt and Parsons, 2009 for discussions) have been proposed (1) by mechanical erosion and (2) by combined chemical and mechanical erosional processes. The idea behind this is that they are two types of pediments: the first one is shaped under semi-arid conditions (mechanical erosion) and the second one under hot very humid conditions (mixed). The nature of the processes responsible for mechanical erosion is discussed as well: large
pediment-scale sheet floods or highly avulsionary anastomosed rivers (multiple lateral shifts of anabranching rivers).

In Africa, most of the pediments show evidence of chemical weathering processes as suggested by the occurrence of remains of either weathered rocks on the nearly flat surface or inselbergs. This supports a mixed origin through chemical-assisted mechanical erosion for these pediments in agreement with the models proposed by Twidale and Bourne (2013b) following the pioneering works of Büdel (1957) and Thomas (1989ab).

As etchplains discussed before, pediments and pediplains are still today active landforms. However, the rate of the present-day scarp retreat is quite low, between 1 and 10 m/Ma (cosmogenic studies in South Africa and Namibia, e.g. Cockburn et al., 2000; Decker et al., 2013).

Some pediments have preserved thin layers of alluvial sediments and/or show evidence of dendritic alluvial networks which have already been extensively studied in semi-arid environments (e.g. Tooth et al., 2007). The main question is the age relationships between the alluvial sediments and the pediments: are they contemporaneous or younger alluvial systems superimposed onto fossil pediments?

1.3. Burial and exhumed planation surfaces

Some planation surfaces can be old planation surfaces that where buried due to lithosphere subsidence and then covered by sediments. The depth of burial can range from few hundreds to few thousands of metres. A good illustration in Africa is provided by the uppermost Devonian to Early Permian Gondwana glaciation covering most of Central and South Africa (Dwyka glacial deposits of the base Karoo basins, Catuneanu et
This is a buried surface (at least covered by the Karoo sediments of Late Carboniferous to Early Jurassic age) that was later exhumed by different tectonic uplifts during Mesozoic and Cenozoic times. The best examples are preserved in the southern Angolan Plateau and Mountains, where the present-day planation surface is mostly inherited from this glacial period (e.g., de Wit, 2007).

2. Stepped pediment-type planation surfaces: a record of uplift

2.1. Principles (Fig. 5, 6)

African plateaus are characterized by several stepped planation surfaces, which have the same pattern everywhere in Africa (Fig. 5a). From the top to the base of the plateau, one or two etchplains pass downward to several stepped pediments and pediplains. The stepping of pediment-type planation surfaces can be interpreted into two different ways (Fig. 5b): (1) a synchronous retreat of the scarps in all the stepped pediments after an initial uplift of the plateau, (2) a successive growth of the pediments in response to an uplift, where the lowest pediment is the youngest. For the latter case, the uplift can be steady with several variations of the climate regime (precipitation) that control changes in the erosion pattern and then in the growth of the pediments (case of the Fig. 5b – Beauvais et al., 2013) or transient with a discontinuous uplift.

In the case of African plateaus, four arguments support the second scenario, i.e. landform stepping is controlled by a tectonic uplift (Fig. 6).

- Each pediment/pediplain surface is a local base level. As mentioned previously, pediments are organized as pediment systems in which incised upstream valleys are
adjusted to the nearly flat surface of the pediments and pediplains, which constitutes the local base level of these incised rivers.

When two pediment systems are stepped (Fig. 6a), the upstream part of the incised valley network for the lowest pediment system does not reach the downstream part of the incised valleys in the highest pediment system. Modern rivers passing from the highest to lowest incised valley networks by-pass over the nearly flat surface of the highest pediments. The absence of connectivity between the two incised valley networks (the highest and the lowest) indicate (1) that the highest network of valleys was first incised by rivers in base level connection with the highest pediments and (2) that the second network is younger and shaped at time of the growth of the lowest pediment system. It implies that the lowest and highest incised valleys are not contemporaneous: the highest one is older and a kind of “fossil” landscape, even though both chemical and mechanical erosion are later active but at lower rates. This confirms that both pediments, the highest and the lowest, are local base levels for the incised upstream river network. Consequently, the stepping between the highest and lowest pediment systems records a base level fall.

- The degradation of planation surfaces via river incision decreases from the top to the base of the plateaus (Fig. 6a). Planation surfaces can be characterized by the rate of preservation/degradation through alluvial processes on the surface, ranging from a fully preserved surface (no degradation) to highly dissected surfaces where the surface is only preserved as flat-topped stubs (high degradation). For all the stepped landforms, the highest planation surfaces show the highest rate of degradation and the lowest ones are almost fully preserved. This indicates a longer degradation by the rivers of the highest planation surfaces and a shorter one for the lowest
pediments, suggesting that the highest ones due to their longer exposure to alluvial erosion, are older than the lowest ones.

- Even though few datings are available, the age of the planation surfaces are older on top and younger at the base of the plateaus. In western Africa (Burkina Faso, Mali), the dated old weathering profiles are located on the highest surfaces (Bauxitic surface=African Surface, Beauvais et al., 2008) and the youngest on the lowest surface (Higher Glacis, Vasconcelos et al., 1994).

- In some cases, the flat surfaces of successive pediments are tilted. All the recent pediplains of Africa have the same angle on their downslope part, ranging from $10^{-2}$ to $10^{-3}\%$. In some cases and for the same location along the pediment/pediplain profile with respect to the scarp, the highest planation surfaces have steeper slopes than the lowest surfaces. This suggests an uplift via doming of the plateau.

All these facts suggest that stepped pediments record base level falls, where the highest pediments are the oldest and the lowest ones the youngest. Base level variations record either tectonic vertical movements or sea or lake level variations if the pediments are connected to the sea or to lakes. Schumm (1993) studied the effect of sea level fluctuations on very low slope river systems and showed the buffer effect of this very low slope with respect to the base level fluctuations and the absence of any stratigraphic record. The implication here for pediplains and etchplains with very low slopes is that they are not able to record far field base level fluctuations such as sea or lake levels variations. They can only record local base level changes, i.e. lithosphere/mantle deformation.

The vertical displacement between two successive flat surfaces of pediments provides a proxy for the measurement of the surface uplift.
2.2. Application to the Congolese side of the East African Plateau (Fig. 7)

In eastern Congo (RDC – North Kivu Province), the transition between the Congo Basin and East African Dome (see Fig. 1 for general location) shows good evidence of stepped planation surfaces. Four generations of major regional stepped planation surfaces (Fig. 7) were defined (Guillocheau et al., 2015), from highest to lowest: (1) the highly degraded etchplain u1, (2) the degraded etchplain/pediplain u2, (3) the duricrusted pediplain l and (4) the well-preserved pediment x (with two inset ones x1 and x2). Pediment x is connected to the local base level of the Congo Basin. This area (Fig. 7a) displays two different types of pediment geometry, a pediment with sinuous scarps with few incised rivers to the north and pediment valleys connecting upscarps to long incised valleys.

The evidence for uplift is as follows: (1) incised valleys adjusted to the flat surface of pediplain l (degrading u2) but disconnected from the incised valleys adjusted to pediment x (arrows on Fig. 7a), indicating a downward migration of the base level from u2 to x; (2) increasing degradation by rivers from pediment x to etchplain/pediplain u2 (circle on Fig. 7b), indicating an older age for u2 and a younger one for x and (3) tilting (Fig. 7b) of the flat surface of pediplain u2 with respect to pediment x (0.25-0.5 % vs. 6.10⁻² %).

The successive nearly flat pediments/pediplains – irrespective of the amount of the tilting - merge westward to a single line that more or less corresponds to the present-day Congo River (eastern limit of the Congo Basin). This suggests the growth of a dome from the same perennial base level, the Congo Basin.
3. The African Surface – a long-lasting etchplain (70-40 Ma) at Africa-scale – nature, age, mapping

3.1. Characteristics

As already mentioned, most of the highest plateaus in Africa correspond to remnants of mantled (sometimes with bauxites) or stripped (inselberg fields) etchplains. Nevertheless, remnants of etchplains are also preserved at lower elevation on low altitude plateaus. In 3D view and at the scale of hundreds of kilometres, these low and high elevation residual etchplains are in continuity and delineate large undulating planation surfaces dissected by younger pediments or pediplains and incised valleys.

The occurrence of such highly elevated duricrusted planation surfaces has already been observed by soil geologists and geomorphologists (for German-speaking authors: Jessen, 1936; for French-speaking authors: e.g. Cahen, 1954; Michel, 1973; Grandin, 1976; Millot, 1981; for English-speaking authors: e.g. King, 1949; Pugh, 1954, Ollier, 1960, McFarlane, 1976). Parts of this etchplain were called the African Surface by King (1962) on elevation criterions. This name became very popular and was extensively used in the absence of a clear definition (nature, age...) of this surface. Later on, Burke and Gunnell (2008) recognized this deformed surface over all of Africa using more geologically significant criteria than King.

Two questions now have to be addressed, (1) the reality of an Africa-scale etchplain and its existence as the same physical surface that was shaped during the same time-interval and (2) the age of its formation.

3.2. Mapping of the oldest etchplains in Central Africa
The oldest etchplains in Central Africa were mapped in two steps. (1) For each main morphological unit of Africa (e.g. Cameroon Highlands or Angolan Plateau), a chronological study of the stepped planation surfaces was performed to ensure that, from one unit to another one, the top etchplains are really at the same relative chronological position. (2) A map was made of these undulating etchplains based on their physical continuity at the scale of each morphological unit and in between these units. These studies were based on the analysis of Digital Elevation Models (SRTM – see Bessin et al., 2015 for a presentation of this mapping technique) which were verified by field studies and/or numerous published local observations on landforms and weatherings.

At the scale of the studied area (Central Africa), the studied etchplains are in the same relative chronological location from the Cameroon Highlands to the East African Dome and Angola Plateaus (Guillocheau et al., 2015; Simon, 2015). Nevertheless this etchplain is not a single surface; in fact, two or three inset etchplains are stacked on top of the plateaus, sometimes located below an older highly degraded unweathered relief (mainly made up of quartzites).

3.3. Age of the oldest etchplain (Fig. 8): redefinition of the African Surface

The age of this oldest etchplain (and its associated weathering profiles) was determined based on (1) the dating of the laterite profiles, (2) the interfingering or reworking of the laterites in the sedimentary record of the surrounding sedimentary basins and (3) the geometrical relationships with dated magmatic rocks. Because the weathering of an
etchplain requires hot very humid conditions, ages were tested using paleoclimate reconstructions (primarily paleoprecipitation).

- **Dating of the laterites:** Two types of dating are available in Africa (Fig. 8) based on $^{39}$Ar-$^{40}$Ar dating of different minerals formed at the time of the weathering (cryptomelane, jarosite, etc.) and on palaeomagnetism based on the magnetic signal preserved by iron-rich minerals syngenic to the weathering.

- **Interfingering and reworking in sediments:** Lateritic profiles can be preserved in the sedimentary record during a major relative base level (sea or lake) fall and of the consecutive emersion. This is quite unusual (Iullemmeden Basin - Niger; southern margin of Namibia). The common occurrence is the precipitation of iron coming from the continent into marine or lacustrine environments as iron ooids (Van Houten, 1992) or the transformation in wetlands of kaolinite coming from saprolite into smectites (attapulgite, Chamley, 1989). This second technique implies a low transportation of clays to ensure that smectites are not later reworked in younger sediments.

- **Geometrical relationships with the magmatism:** In places with continuous magmatic activity (e.g. Cameroon Volcanic Line, Virunga-Kivu Province, Hoggar, Aïr, etc. Fig. 1), planation surfaces can cut across dated plutons or lavas and be later covered by younger lavas, providing a time-range for the formation of the etchplains or pediments.

- **Paleoprecipitation reconstructions:** This approach is mainly based on palaeobotanical compilations (Fig. 8) with the assumption that Cenozoic floras have similar climatic settings as the modern equivalents. Two types of data are used: pollens and spores, and preserved pieces of plants (woods and leaves). Two points limit these reconstructions. (1) Some Early Cenozoic plants (66-34 Ma – Paleocene-
Eocene) have no present-day equivalents and then cannot be used for reconstructions. (2) The definition of fossil pollen and spores is based on a double taxonomic nomenclature, one is established on an equivalence between the spores/pollen and the plants and the other one is specific to the palynology - only data using the first nomenclature can be used. The paleoprecipitation characterization is quite approximate and ranges from very humid, humid, semi-arid to arid settings.

The age of this oldest etchplain (Fig. 8) ranges from at least 70 to 40 Ma (Maastrichtian to lowermost Late Eocene). This confirms a long-lasting polygenic surface as expected by the occurrence of two or three inset etchplains (3.2). Most of the ages come from the area between North and Central Africa. Few ages are available in southern Africa (only southern Namibia).

The compilation of the weathering ages suggests four main periods of weathering on the scale of Africa since 145 Ma (base Cretaceous): Albian-Cenomanian (113-94 Ma), Coniacian-Santonian (89-84 Ma), Maastrichtian to Bartonian? (72-40 Ma) and Burdigalian to Serravallian (20-12 Ma). The Maastrichtian-Bartonian? period can probably be subdivided into two subperiods of higher weathering rates during Maastrichtian (72-66 Ma) and Thanetian-Bartonian? (60-40 Ma) times. The age of the African Surface is in agreement with the Thanetian-Bartonian? weathering subperiod which fits with the climatic optimum of the Early Eocene (EECO, Zachos et al., 2001). This also implies a weathering reactivation for the etchplains of the African Surface during Early and Middle Miocene times (20-12 Ma) as previously expected.

We here defined the African Surface as an Africa-scale long-lasting etchplain ranging from at least 70 Ma to 40 Ma, later deformed and now located at different elevations.
Compared to the works of King (1949, 1962), based on the assumption that all the weathering surfaces are at the same elevation, the surface mapped here comprises most of its African Surface, but also include most of its Post-Gondwana and Gondwana Surfaces. Nevertheless, we agree that some older relict relief exist in Central Africa (see 4.2) but their geographical distribution is less than expected by King.

4. Deformation of the African Surface in Central Africa as a consequence of very long wavelength deformations

4.1. The present-day 3D geometry of the African Surface in Central Africa (Fig. 9)

The studied area extends (Fig. 1), from north to south, from the plains of southern Chad and Sudan (Cretaceous to Paleogene rifts) to the northern part of the southern African (Kalahari) Plateau (Angolan Plateau and Zambia highlands) and, from west to east, from the Atlantic Ocean to the Indian Ocean. The mapped geological elements are (1) remnants of etchplains (mantled or stripped) on plateaus that have been validated as being in the same chronological position of the landform (see above), (2) weathering profiles in plains located over sediments older than the Paleocene-Eocene and corresponding to the local base level of younger stepped pediplains/pediments (Congo Basin, Guillocheau et al., 2015) and (3) for the subsiding areas (sedimentary basins), sediments (continental or marine) deposited during this time interval and mainly during Early to Middle Eocene times (passive margins of the Atlantic Ocean and Indian Ocean, Cretaceous to Paleogene rifts in Chad, Sudan and Kenya – the Termit, Logone, Bongor, Doba, Doseo, Salamat, Abu Gabra-Muglad, Melut, Bara, Kosti, Blue Nile and Anza rifts – Guiraud and Maurin, 1992 - Fig.1).
In the case of the stripped etchplains, the African Surface was delineated on top of the highest inselbergs, underestimating its true elevation which has to be higher on top of the stripped weathering surface; it is unfortunately impossible to determine this thickness.

The African Surface (Fig. 9) merges with sediments from the Atlantic and Indian Margins, both onshore and offshore, with respect to the present-day shoreline (transition to depositional subsiding domains). It is more or less at the level of the present-day topography in the Congo Basin i.e. around 300 m and is predominantly above in the surrounding relief of the Congo Basin.

The African Surface displays two types of forms: large domes with sizes from 1000 to 1500 km and an heights from 2000 to 2500 m by taking the present-day Congo Basin flat as the level of reference and bulges, elongated forms with a width of 300 to 800 km and an heights of 200 to 1000 m. Four large domes were recognized, from largest to smallest, the East African, Ethiopian, Cameroon and Angola Domes. These domes may be linked by elongated bulges, e.g. the Central African Atlantic Swell and the subdued Central African Rise, or bounded by depressions, e.g. the Turkana Gap. The topography of the East African Dome can be broken down into two wavelengths, a very long one corresponding to the dome itself and a long one with two bulges corresponding to each branch of the East African Rift.

All these domes, bulges and rises show evidence of stepped planation surfaces with the above criteria that are indicative of tectonic uplifts (Guillocheau et al., 2015; Simon, 2015).

4.2. Age of the deformation of the African Surface in Central Africa (Fig. 10)
The different etchplains and pediments/pediplains that have been shaped since the formation of the African Surface, were drawn along a W-E topographic profile from northern Gabon to southern Kenya through Uganda (Fig. 10) based on the works of Guillocheau et al. (2015) and Simon (2015). Six main generations of landforms were mapped using the nomenclature of Guillocheau et al. (2015): from oldest to youngest, (1) remnant degraded “old” relief, (2) the African Surface, (3) an intermediate etchplain/pediplain (u2), (4) a pediplain (l), (5) a major pediment (x), and (6) “recent” pediments (y and z). Landforms (1) to (3) were recognized all along the profile. Because of the initiation of the rifts in the eastern branch of East African Rift - and then the creation of local base levels – after u2, two specific successive landforms were identified only along the East African Dome: (1) major pediplains and (2) incised rivers.

Based on the same dating principles as the ones for the African Surface (Guillocheau et al., 2015), etchplain/pediplain u2 was planated from the Late Eocene to the end of the Oligocene (40-23 Ma) and probably before the Late Oligocene weathering period (28-23 Ma), pediplain l around the Early Miocene (23-16 Ma), pediment x during the Late Miocene (11-5 Ma) and pediment y from Late Miocene (younger than x) to Early Pliocene (10-3 Ma). Pediplain l is extensively duricrusted by laterites, which is consistent with a planation before the second major Cenozoic weathering period (Early to Middle Miocene). A Late Miocene age for pediments x is supported by the low amount of weathering of this landform and by the new ages of the weatherings available in Katanga (De Putter et al., 2015) which confirms a major uplift around 10.5-11 Ma, namely at the time of the pediment x erosion in this area.
The successive palaeotopographies can be reconstructed (Fig. 10) by restoring the vertical displacement recorded by each stepped pediment/pediplain (see 2.1).

(1) We confirmed an initial nearly flat African Surface gently inclined toward the Atlantic Ocean during Eocene times with remnants of oldest relief (Taylor and Howard, 1998, Guillocheau et al., 2015) with a divide between the Atlantic Ocean and Indian Ocean base levels along the present-day western branch of the East African Rift. This implies that the present-day topography of Central Africa is younger than 40-30 Ma as already suggested by Bond (1978), Burke & Gunnell (2008) or Roberts and White (2010).

(2) The uplift of the East African Dome and of the flanks of the western branch of the EAR – recorded by the stepping between the African Surface and the etchplain/pediplain u2 - start quite early with a quite long age range from 45 to 23 Ma (and probably before 28 Ma – see discussion above). The stratigraphic record of both the Atlantic Margin and Indian Margin confirms and pinpoints the timing of this uplift. Siliciclastic sediment budget measurements along the Atlantic Margin (Leturmy et al., 2003; Anka et al., 2010) - from northern Gabon to Angola - indicate a major sharp sediment rate increase around 34 Ma and the birth of the three major present-day deltas: the Ogooué, Niger and Kwanza Deltas (Séranne and Anka, 2005; Anka et al., 2009). Along the Indian Ocean, the age of the first sediments from the two major deltas, the Rovuma and Rufiji Deltas, is not the same. The Rovuma Delta initiated around 34 Ma (Eocene-Oligocene boundary, Salman and Abdula, 1995) and the Rufiji Delta occurred later around 23 Ma (Oligocene-Miocene boundary, Kajato et al., 1982). These Atlantic and Indian Ocean stratigraphic data suggest an uplift initiation of the East African Dome around 34 Ma.
This uplift increased during Late Miocene times (11-6 Ma - incision of pediments x), at time of the major reorganization of the EAR (e.g. MacGregor, 2015).

(3) The **uplift of the Central African Atlantic Swell** started later, with the stepping of pediplain l from the African Surface and etchplain/pediplain u2 that merged here. This uplift occurred during Early Miocene times (23-16 Ma) again confirmed by the stratigraphic record of the margins and thermochronological data in Gabon (Walgenwitz et al., 1992). A major unconformity is recorded during Burdigalian times (20-16 Ma) in the Ogooué Delta (Mougamba, 1999), southern Gabon (Walgenwitz et al., 1992) and along the Congo Delta (Massala, 1993). Again this uplift increased during Late Miocene – Early Pliocene times (11-3 Ma - incision of pediments x and y), confirmed by the increase in the sediment supply in the Ogooué Delta (Mougamba, 1999).

(4) The **uplift of the Congo Basin** to its present-day elevation of 300 m was during Late Miocene – Early Pliocene (pediments x and y) at the time of a major reorganization of the Congo Delta (northward shifting of the depocentres, Anka et al., 2009).

Using similar approaches (Guillocheau et al., 2015), the uplift of the Cameroon Dome and the Central African Rise started around 34 Ma (Oligocene-Eocene boundary). The growth of the Angola Mountains is different from the other domes and unfortunately few published data with ages are available on the margin to constrain its evolution. The uplift started during the Middle Miocene (Lunde et al., 1992), as evidenced by a major hiatus (Jackson et al., 2005) and increased from the Late Miocene to the present day as indicated by the truncation of the Late Miocene sediments (Jackson et al., 2005; Al-Hajri et al., 2009) and the uplifted Late Pleistocene marine terraces in the Benguela area.
(Guiraud et al., 2010). The timing of the Ethiopian dome is poorly constrained because of the few dated geomorphological and margin stratigraphic data.

5. Very long wavelength deformations and mantle dynamics.

5.1. Constraints provided by the geomorphology (Fig. 11)

Two wavelengths of deformation are characterized here using geomorphological constraints: a very long wavelength one which can be related to mantle dynamics (e.g. Braun, 2010; Burov and Gerya, 2014; Burke and Cannon, 2014; Colli et al., 2016) and a long wavelength resulting from lithospheric-scale deformations (e.g. Cloetingh and Burov, 2011; Burov, 2011). Since the pioneering works of Holmes (1944), it has already been suggested by several authors that mantle dynamic controls these very long deformations (Lithgow-Bertelloni and Silver, 1998; Gurnis et al., 2000 in Africa), for which Hager and Gurnis (1987) coined the term “Dynamic topography”. Hartley et al. (1996) used a dual analysis of gravity anomalies and topography to suggest that these very long wavelength relief may not be completely isostatically compensated, one of the key-arguments for a dynamic topography origin (Braun, 2010; Colli et al., 2016).

The evolution through time of the very long wavelength deformations that have been characterized in this present work (Fig. 11) addresses several questions with regards to past mantle dynamics.

(1) **Kinematics of mantle dynamic changes**: Even though it was poorly dated onshore, the margin stratigraphy seems to record a quite fast uplift around 34 Ma for the Cameroon and East Africa Domes. Unfortunately, this time interval is also a major
period of climate change with the initiation of polar caps on Antarctica coeval with a major cooling of the Earth (e.g. Zachos et al., 2001). The effect of this cooling is poorly understood with respect to the climate and surface processes of Africa. Researches agree that there was a minor aridification in South Africa at that time (Tyson and Partridge, 2000), but these data are scarce and quite unreliable. The eustatic effects of this major cooling are also debated (Miller et al., 2008), with a sea level fall ranging between 50 and 100 m which is not enough to control the birth of new deltas and the previously discussed sharp increase in the sediment supply. In the present-day state of our knowledge, we may assume a climate-forced uplift for the unconformities recorded all around Central Africa at 34 Ma, thereby following Burke and Gunnell (2008).

Our results imply an increase in mantle upwelling beneath Central Africa around 30 and 40 Ma that may be or not the consequence of temporal changes in asthenosphere flows beneath Central and Austral Africa as suggested by Colli et al. (2014), or a fast migration of the upper part of the convection cell of the African superswell controlling the East African Dome following Forte et al. (2010) or the earlier stage of a mantle plume effect according to Koptev et al. (2015). This also implies for the same time interval (40-30 Ma) the initiation of a mantle upwelling beneath the Cameroon Dome as the magmatic activity already started 40 to 30 Ma before (emplacement of the “younger granites” in the Cameroon Volcanic Line since 66 Ma, see Njonfang et al, 2011 for a review). However, the simultaneous uplift of the Cameroon Dome, the Central African Rise and the East African Dome is supported by the seismic tomography data of Reusch et al. (2010) which explained the Cameroon Volcanic Line by an edge flow convecting along the northern boundary of the Congo craton lithosphere coming from the East African mantle upwelling.
(2) **Spatial distribution changes in mantle dynamics:** The second surprising result concerns the increase in the wavelength of the deformation from 30-40 Ma to 10 Ma. Around 34 Ma, two major domes, the Cameroon and the East Africa Dome, and the Central African Rise located in between were initiated (Fig. 11) and later on - between 10 and 3 Ma – the wavelength increased with an uplift of all of Central Africa. This again implies a change in mantle dynamics with a progressive evolution from localized zones of uplift (the two domes) to a larger Central African-scale regime of mantle convection.

The nature of the deformation controlling the Central African Atlantic Swell and the Central African Rise might be (according to their wavelengths) of lithospheric-origin. But this is quite uncertain. It is quite difficult at the moment to quantify the relative importance of the isostatic response to erosion (Gilchrist et al., 1994, Van Der Beek et al., 2002 in Africa), ridge push effects or other processes involving margin compression (Yamato et al., 2013) in the growth of the marginal bulges that are characteristic of several passive margins in the world (elevated passive margins of Japsen et al., 2012 and Green et al., 2014). The age of uplift in the Central African Atlantic Swell (20-16 Ma) did not correspond (1) to any major climatic or eustatic changes (Zachos et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2005) that could trigger a modification of the erosion processes at the origin of an instantaneous isostatic response or (2) to a major change in sea-floor spreading (Colli et al., 2014) which may induce a ridge push effect. More global studies, at least at continent-scale, are required to understand these margin deformations.

5.2. Discussion: comparison with the available dynamic topographic models.
One of the major challenges in mantle dynamic studies is to simulate the past mantle convection starting from the present-day relationships between the mantle convection and topography. Several studies have been carried out (Conrad & Gurnis, 2003; Moucha et al., 2011), with different results according to the boundary conditions of the models (mantle viscosity structure, role of subductions, etc.).

One such study was carried out in Africa to reconstruct dynamic topography over the past 30 Ma (Moucha et al., 2011 based on the model of Forte et al., 2010). Seven time-slices are available including the present-day (steps of 5 Ma). This model predicts growth of the East African Dome and subsidence of the Congo Basin since 25 Ma. The rate of change of dynamic topography for the Central African Atlantic Swell and the Angola Mountains is low and constant since 25 Ma. No dynamic topography effect is modelled beneath the Cameroon Dome.

This model does not fit our data. No subsidence occurred along Central Africa since the lowermost Early Cenozoic as suggested by the stratigraphic and subsidence analysis of the Congo Basin (Linol et al., 2015). The only point of agreement concerns the growth of the East African Dome even though our results suggest an earlier dome initiation.

Other models (Downey and Gurnis, 2009; Crosby et al., 2010) suggested that the Congo Basin was a subsiding domain in response to mantle convection draw-down. Our result do not support this interpretation, in agreement with Buiter et al. (2012) which has shown on gravity and seismic tomography evidences that the sublithospheric mantle was not efficient for controlling the basin subsidence.

6. Conclusions
The objective of this study was to develop a new approach based on very-long wavelength deformations using planation surfaces to constrain the past mantle dynamic evolution.

1. The African relief is shaped by two major types of planation surfaces: etchplains which correspond to the weathering of surfaces by laterites and pediplains/pediments. Other surfaces exist: wave-cut platforms and buried-exhumed glacial surfaces. These planation surfaces are stepped along plateaus with various elevations.

2. The stepping of the pediment-type planation surfaces records a local base level fall due to local uplift: each pediment flat surface is a local base level as indicated by the adjustment of upscarp incised rivers to this surface, successive flat surfaces can be tilted, etc.

3. Central Africa is an extensive etchplain-type weathering surface from the uppermost Cretaceous (70 Ma) to the Middle Eocene (45 Ma) with a paroxysm around the Early Eocene Climatic Optimum. The restoration of the African Surface in Central Africa suggests low-elevation planation surfaces connected to the Atlantic Ocean and Indian Ocean with a divide located around the present-day eastern branch of the East African Rift.

4. The present-day topography of Central Africa is younger than 40-30 Ma. It results from very long wavelength deformations (1000-2000 km) that induced (1) the growth of the Cameroon Dome and East African Dome since 34 Ma, (2) the uplift of the low-elevation (300 m) Congo Basin since 20-10 Ma and (3) the growth of the Angola
Mountains since 15-12 Ma up to Pleistocene times. Some long wavelength deformations (several 100 km) controlled smaller relief (bulges), (1) the low elevation central African Rise since 34 Ma and (2) the Atlantic Swell since 20-16 Ma.

5. Those very long wavelength deformations record past mantle dynamics, with a sharp increase of mantle upwelling around 34 Ma and an increase of the very long wavelength of the deformation and then of the mantle convection beneath Central Africa around 10-3 Ma.

6. In Central Africa, the bimodal topography results from a dual mantle uplift one starting around 34 Ma for the relief with an elevation around 900-1100 m and a second one starting between 10 and 3 Ma for the relief with an elevation around 300-400 m (Congo Basin).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Onshore-offshore topography of Africa. a: DEM of Africa with the location of the geographical names cited in the text. b: elevation distribution of Africa showing a bimodal pattern (from Dauteuil et al., 2008).

Fig. 2: Main characteristics of the etchplains. a: mantled etchplain with duricrusts. b: stripped etchplain with inselbergs.

Fig. 3: Main characteristics of the pediments and pediplains. a: type pediment profile and variability. b: map view variability of the pediment shape. c: the concept of a pediment system.

Fig. 4: Planation surfaces of the case examples of the Jos Plateau (a) and Cameroon Highlands (b) (see Fig. 1 for location). a: stepped pediments at time t (mostly present-day geometry). b: reconstructions before the uplift (time t-n).

Fig. 5: Stepped planation surfaces. a: characteristic distribution of the stepped planation surfaces on the African plateaus. b: different scenarios of stepped pediment formation.

Fig. 6: Stepped pediments: arguments for an uplift record.

Fig. 7: Stepped planation surfaces on the Congolese side of the East African Dome (North Kivu Province). a: map of the planation surfaces – the circles shows the increase of the degradation of the flat surfaces from pediplain x (preserved), pediplain l (moderately
degraded) to etchplain/pediplain u2 (highly degraded) – the arrows indicate examples of incised rivers adjusted to the flat surfaces of the pediments/pediplains - b: projected regional topographic profiles and landform interpretation (see Fig. 1 for location).

Fig. 8: Age of the main weathering periods in Africa and the age of the African Surface.

Fig. 9: Present-day elevation map of the African Surface in Central Africa.

Fig. 10: Synthetic evolution of Central Africa along an E-W- transect from northern Gabon to southern Kenya crossing through Uganda (see Fig. 1 for location).

Fig. 11: Growth of the topography of Central African since 50 Ma – constraints for mantle dynamics in Cenozoic times.
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**a - DIFFERENT PEDIMENT PROFILES**

- Nearly flat surface (10^{-2} - 10^{-1} %)
- Pediment with high upslope scarp
- Type-pediment
- Pediment merging to the upstanding planation surface

**b - PLAN VIEW OF THE SCARP GEOMETRY**

- Smooth sinuous
- Dissected
- Highly dissected
- Pedivalley

**c - PEDIMENT SYSTEM**

Local base level: flat surface of the pediment and pediplains

Pediment (pedivalleys) 50-300m up to 500m

Incised Rivers adjusted to the flat surface

x 10 km
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(a) JOS PLATEAU (Nigeria)  
(b) CAMEROON HIGHLANDS
a. AFRICAN PLATEAUS: STEPPED PLANATION SURFACES
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b. POSSIBLE PEDIMENTS EVOLUTION THROUGH TIME

SYNCHRONOUS SCARP RETREAT

SUCCESSIVE PEDIMENT FORMATION

Figure 5
a STEPPED PEDIMENTS AT TIME t

- DISCONNECTION OF THE INCISED VALLEYS
- INCREASING DEGRADATION
  1. of flat surfaces by river incision
  2. of scarps

b PEDIMENTS RECONSTRUCTION AT TIME t-n:
before the incision of Pediment 3
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- NEARLY FLAT SURFACE
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

- planation surfaces of Africa record very long wavelength deformation (several 1000 km)
- present-day topography of Central Africa is younger than 40-30 Ma
- very long wavelength deformation of Central Africa record changes in mantle dynamics